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About Us
In 2002, the Southeastern
New England Defense
Industry Alliance
(SENEDIA) was formed to
identify, coordinate,
and champion issues that
contribute to our national
security and provide benefit
to our members, local
communities, the
Departments of Defense
and Homeland Security,
and other Federal agencies.
SENEDIA's vision is to be a
catalyst for thought
leadership and technical
innovation in undersea
technology, cybersecurity
and other critical defense
technologies. Our mission
is to enable development of
innovative technology,
foster thought leadership,
and facilitate required
economic and workforce
development.
SENEDIA is a 501(c)(6)
corporate and individual
membership organization.

SENEDIA has Moved!
SENEDIA's office is now at:
Two Corporate Place
Suite 203
Middletown, RI 02842
Member Profile: Nautilus Defense LLC
What is your company's history?
Nautilus Defense was founded in support of the Naval
Information Warfare Center (NIWC)-funded Indonesia
Integrated Maritime Surveillance System, one of the
longest continuous maritime domain awareness
systems in the world. Nautilus has since developed and
manufactured a broad range of integrated systems for
its DoD and commercial customers.
What services and/or products does your company
provide?
Nautilus specializes in advanced material-integrated
systems incorporating electrical, electronic, and
electromagnetic capabilities into textiles and
composites to realize impactful operational efficiencies.
We design, build, and leverage custom digital modeling
and fabrication tools to rapidly develop and prototype
these and other systems.
Why do you consider membership in SENEDIA
valuable?
SENEDIA membership has allowed Nautilus to
efficiently connect with both customers and other
member companies to deliver innovative systems
capabilities to the warfighter.
If another company wants to do business with
yours, whom should they contact?
Nautilus' Principal Jim Owens can be reached at
jim@nautilusdefense.com.

Our alliance maintains
detailed knowledge of the
industrial base that supports
our local Federal, Defense
and Homeland Security
installations, and provides
up-to-date information
on Defense and Homeland
Security industry issues and
initiatives to our members,
citizens, state and local
governments, and
Congressional delegations.

New SENEDIA Members
Aretec, Inc. holds a niche market position through the
development of data science platforms that streamline
workflows from ingestion to deployment. Using open
source tools, open standards, and market specialists,
Aretec has demonstrated the ability to leverage and
integrate a vast number of data sources to extract the
most valuable insights. This combination of domain
knowledge and data science expertise has enabled
Aretec to develop production solutions that have
created seas of change by increasing the value of data
for our existing customers. Our practices include an ISO
9001:2015, ISO 20000, ISO 27001 and (CMMI) Level 3
for both Services and Development. Founded in 2005,
Aretec is an 8(a) certified Small Disadvantaged
Business (SDB).
Greensea Systems, Inc. is a global leader in advanced
marine robotic systems for high-level tasking,
interoperability, and intervention. Greensea's
OPENSEA operating platform provides a fullydistributed, open software framework for highly
integrated systems across all brands of sensors,
devices, and equipment while cutting-edge technologies
for navigation and autonomy elevate system
intelligence. One cohesive operator interface,
Workspace, fuses system data into a comprehensive
command and control center for streamlined workflow
and improved productivity.
Ann Marie van den Hurk is founder of Mind The Gap
Cyber, a cyber risk management firm that assists
executives in businesses to protect their companies
with innovative, proven cyber risk strategies including
cyber risk assessment, cyber response plan
development, and cyber hygenie training.

Upcoming Events
10 May 2020 RI Commerce Corp./Bryant University
Trade Mission to Germany
The R.I. Commerce Corp. and John H. Chafee Center
for International Business at Bryant University are
seeking businesses to participate in a trade mission to
Germany that will take place in May. Registration
deadline is 15 February 2020. Read flyer here.
Save the Date 27 February 2020 Tech Talk: National
Institute for Undersea Vehicle Technology
(www.niuvt.us)
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